Re: 2014 Full Year

January 15, 2015

Dear Friends,
As of December 31, 2014 GLOBAL RETURN, for the second year in a row, beat every major index and
peer groups. Most importantly, GLOBAL RETURN accomplished this while maintaining, on average, over
10% in Cash throughout the entire year. For the full year 2014, GLOBAL RETURN generated a return, net
of fees and expenses, 12.29%.1

Benchmark

YTD

Q3 2014

Q2 2014

Q1 2014

GLOBAL RETURN
HFRX EH: Fundamental Growth
Credit Suisse Long/Short Equity
Barclay Equity Long Bias Index2
HFRX EH: Fundamental Value

6.43
7.08
3.40
2.86
(1.19)

0.04
1.67
0.32
(-0.88)
(0.79)

4.29
1.65
1.47
1.89
(0.60)

2.67
3.66
1.58
1.85
0.20

During Q3, I exited six positions that together generated a cumulative return of 46.77% over their
holding period of approximately 18 months. I entered one new position and increased two existing
positions.
Year-to-date, we have had exceptional performance, especially when considering returns are unlevered
and we ended Q3 with nearly 17% in Cash. Importantly, I have also maintained, on average, over 9% in
Cash throughout the entire year. Maintaining cash and no leverage provides a margin of safety and the
flexibility to capitalize on opportunities as they arise. While I may have slightly lagged the top
performing benchmark during this quarter, these combined benefits far exceed the six-tenths of one
percent difference and will outpace any benchmark in the long run.
Below I discuss valuations, how perception alters our understanding of data and the use of cash and
leverage in an investment strategy. Please contact me if you have any questions or would like to discuss
my investment strategy or philosophy.
Respectfully,

Elliot Trexler
etrexler@globalreturnam.com
(917) 633-4195

1
2

Actual results. Non-levered. Net of management fee and expenses. See Appendix A and Appendix B for additional information.
I have added an additional index that reasonably represents my peer group. A full description is included in Appendix C.
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Current Valuations
Security valuation is subjective. We know this because security prices fluctuate based on the equilibrium
of buyers and sellers who deem a security as either valuable or risky given its current price. For example,
in the late 1990’s some investors were buying Coca-Cola stock at 40 times earnings; that decision was
based on their perception of its intrinsic value. Today Coke can be bought at 20 times earnings.3
Scientific data has proven that our emotions directly influence the decisions we make. Specifically, our
emotions alter our perception of data and we make decisions based on this perception. With investing,
we develop a perception of a security’s intrinsic value and then decide whether to buy or sell it. Herein
lies the greatest challenge investors face – minimizing the influence emotions have on developing a
perception of intrinsic value, which will determine our buy and sell decisions.
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With this understanding, let’s look at the data.
The S&P 500 has hit new highs 37 times this year; that’s once per week every week of the year.
Simultaneously, the Nasdaq has hit new highs 32 times this year, just under once per week every week
of the year. As these indices were hitting new highs, so too were my account values. However, I wasn’t
celebrating these new highs. Instead, I began researching the S&P 500 and Nasdaq components looking
for data to validate that these indices were as strong as they appeared. After reviewing a plethora of
data, I’ve developed the perception that the market is much weaker than warranted by the plentiful
highs of 2014.
First, the S&P 500 and Nasdaq are capitalization-weighted, so the largest stocks influence the indices’
price more than the smallest stocks. At the end of Q3, 26% of the S&P 500 stocks were actually down,
on average, over 9%.4 In the Nasdaq, 52% of stocks were down 20% or more from their yearly highs
(which is technically bear market territory).5
Secondly, when you adjust the S&P 500 to include inflation, which is an expense that has been incurred,
the value of the S&P 500 is still below the all-time high achieved in 2007. In other words, if seven years
ago an investor took his S&P 500 profits and went shopping, he would have been able to buy more
goods and services than he could buy today. Simply put, the perception that the S&P 500 is more
valuable today than in previous years is wrong.
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If the buyers who paid 40 times earnings held the stock, they might just now be breaking even some 15 years later.
S&P Dow Jones Indices.
5 Bloomberg Markets.
4
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Finally, most people claim the S&P 500 is “fairly priced” and quote its Forward Price-Earnings Ratio of
14.59 as evidence to support this perception. Conversely, my own analysis leads me to the opposite
perception – our markets are overvalued.
The S&P Dow Jones Indices offers a lot of valuable data. However, as recently as October 3, 2014, they
reported that the S&P 500 is trading at the 2015 year-end P/E Ratio of 14.59 (using the September 30th
closing price of 1972.29); this is a delusional perception.
In order for the S&P 500 to be worth a Forward P/E Ratio of 14.59, it will have to earn $134.89 earnings
per share; that’s a 25% increase over the next five quarters. In June, analysts guesstimated earnings
would grow 9% in Q3 2014. Already those analysts have downgraded their earnings growth to 4.6% that’s a 49% reduction in EPS and I suspect more is on the way.
The figure below charts the S&P 500 price with Corporate Profits; it’s similar to the P/E Ratio for the S&P
500. Q2 Corporate Profits data hasn’t been charted yet, but imagine it is just over 1,600. When I look at
this chart I think of the investors who bought Coca-Cola stock at 40 times earnings some fifteen years
ago. These are the same investors who thought stocks were “risky” in 2010 and are today saying,
“Stocks are fairly valued.”

Figure 1: S&P 500 Price and Corporate Profits After Tax
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Global Markets
Across the pond in Europe, things are getting worse. In Q4 2013 and Q1 and Q2 2014, GDP growth rates
were 0.3%, 0.2% and 0.0%, respectively. Economic contraction and fears of another recession have led
the European Central Bank (ECB) to announce a set of initiatives to stimulate growth. Specifically, the
ECB lowered the deposit rate to -0.20% (that’s not a typo) and the refinancing rate to 0.50%.
Additionally, the ECB will purchase $700 billion to $1 trillion worth of covered bank bonds and other
asset backed securities. The ECB’s goal is to put more cash into the financial system, encourage banks to
lend and increase inflation, thus inflating prices. For investors who missed the Fed-led U.S. bull market,
maybe there’s a second chance with Euro stocks. I have a few prospects myself.
Last month, China’s central bank injected over $81 billion dollars into the country’s top five banks. The
Chinese central bank provided this liquidity amid data indicating that the economy (which is the second
biggest in the world) is faltering. There was a time when this negative data was noteworthy or the
markets would decline. However, Alibaba, a company headquartered in China, went public in what
turned out to be the largest initial public offering in history. Simultaneously, the S&P 500 went on to
make new highs.
This reminds me of when two hedge funds at Bear Stearns collapsed after their subprime mortgage bets
soured, yet the S&P 500 marched on and made new highs within three months. I wonder what the
perception was of the investors who were buying stocks at that time.

Leverage and Cash
I’m a value investor who likes cash and doesn’t use leverage. Maintaining cash and not using leverage
will occasionally “appear” to limit my returns; however, this perception will be proven wrong over time.
Risk management is about controlling what can be controlled and limiting exposure to the things that
cannot be controlled. The most significant element of investing that I want to and can control is the price
at which I enter and exit an investment – leverage and cash directly impact this.
On Leverage
1. I have no control over stock price movements, so if a levered position goes against me, I
surrender control of my exit price because the lender can call his leverage and force me to sell. I
won’t put myself in a situation where I can’t control my exit price.
2. Using leverage allows an investor to pay much higher prices for securities, which thus have
smaller returns, because the leverage will increase his return on equity. This of course erodes
buying discipline, “it worked last time so it will probably work this time”.
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On Cash
1. If I have cash on hand, as security prices decline I’ll be able to purchase more securities with less
money and improve my entry price. “Cash is King” is one of the more prevalent lies told when
the market is declining; it’s precisely at these times that we should be spending cash to buy
securities.6 “Cash is King” only when the market is overvalued; whoever has cash probably sold
his shares to the “market is fairly valued” buyers and is waiting for price declines.
2. Using cash to purchase securities requires me to be extremely selective with the securities I buy
and sell because there is always a limited amount of cash. This selectivity ensures greater
prudence and discipline, which leads to higher returns.

Conclusion
As bearish as I may seem, I am finding opportunities. I entered a new position three weeks ago and the
company has quickly become one of my favorite holdings. This is the first new position I’ve established
in 22 months. Why have I waited so long to establish any new positions? Benjamin Graham said it best,
“Observation over many years has taught us that chief losses to investors come from the purchase of
low-quality securities at times of favorable business conditions.”7 We have been in favorable business
conditions for several years and buying second-class securities is going to become very costly over the
next several quarters.
As stock prices decline, my list of potential investments will grow longer and the sentiment of my letters
will change to bullishness. I yearn for declining share prices because that’s when my cash is most
productive – I’m able to buy more stock with less money. It should not be ironic that declining prices
offer reduced risk and increased returns, which, after all, is what every investor wants.
Please contact me if you would like to discuss my investment strategy or philosophy.
Respectfully,

Elliot Trexler
etrexler@globalreturnam.com
(917) 633-4195
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Assuming nothing has fundamentally changed (i.e. Enron).
The Intelligent Investor. Page 516.
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Appendix A
All Data as of September 30, 2014
2014 Net Return8 = 6.43%
Sharpe Ratio9 = 1.90
Top 5 Positions by Return10
Symbol
LOW
ADM
JNJ
MSFT
NSC

% Gain
105.59
78.86
74.54
69.20
69.01

Bottom 5 Positions by Return10
Symbol
PSK
PFF
CALM
AOS
EDIV

% Gain
8.58
6.98
6.26
2.40
-3.99

Cumulative losses equal 0.07% of total portfolio value.

Top 5 Positions by Size
Symbol
MCD
WAG
WFC
PEP
LOW

% Portfolio
3.78%
3.71%
2.94%
2.93%
2.89%

Portfolio Composition
Domestic stocks
Foreign stocks
Other*
Cash

73%
6%
4%
17%

*Includes preferred stock, convertible warrants and ETFs.
Percentages are rounded.

Notes
1. Exited six positions.
2. Increased two positions.
3. Added one new position.

PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE PERFORMANCE
8

Actual results. Non-levered. Net of management fee and expenses, which is 1.5% of assets under management.
1) End of Month Balance – Beginning of Month Balance – Deposits + Dividends = Monthly Income
2) Monthly Income/Beginning Month Balance = Monthly Return
9 Sharpe Ratio = (Portfolio Return of 6.43% – Risk Free Rate 10-Year Treasury of 2.31%) / Standard Deviation of 2.16.
10 % Gain = (Closing Price – Purchase Price) / Purchase Price. Purchase price includes dividends.
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Appendix B

Unaudited Monthly Returns

2013 Cumulative Return
2014 Monthly Returns
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Year-to-Date
October
November
December

39.33%11
% Gain or (Loss)12
(3.49)
3.96
1.95
0.28
1.84
1.67
(1.80)
2.31
(0.43)
6.43

% Cash Balance13
9
5
5
8
8
8
12
11
17
17

PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE PERFORMANCE

11

Actual results. Non-levered. Net of management fee and expenses, which is 1.5% of assets under management. 2013 had
three negative months, the greatest being 5.1%.
12 Actual results. Non-levered. Net of management fee and expenses, which is 1.5% of assets under management.
13 Figures are rounded.
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Appendix C

Benchmarks

Credit Suisse Long/Short Equity Hedge Fund Index: A subset of the Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index that
measures the aggregate performance of long/short equity funds. Long/short equity funds typically
invest in both long and short sides of equity markets, generally focusing on diversifying or hedging
across particular sectors, regions or market capitalizations. Managers typically have the flexibility to shift
from value to growth; small to medium to large capitalization stocks; and net long to net short.
Managers can also trade equity futures and options as well as equity related securities and debt or build
portfolios that are more concentrated than traditional long-only equity funds.14
HFRX EH Fundamental Growth Index: Employs analytical techniques in which the investment thesis is
based on the valuation of the underlying company, which is expected to have earnings growth and
capital appreciation exceeding the broader equity market. Investment theses are focused on
characteristics of the firm's financial statements in both an absolute and relative sense to other similar
securities and market indicators. Strategies employ investment processes designed to identify attractive
opportunities in securities of companies which are experiencing or expected to have abnormally high
levels of growth compared with relevant benchmarks in earnings, profitability, sales or market share.15
HFRX EH Fundamental Value Index: Employs investment processes designed to identify attractive
opportunities in securities of companies which trade at valuation metrics the manager determines to be
inexpensive and undervalued when compared with relevant benchmarks. Investment theses are focused
on characteristics of the firm's financial statements in both an absolute and relative sense to other
similar securities and more broadly, market indicators. Strategies typically focus on equities which
generate high cash flow, but trade at discounted valuation multiples, possibly as a result of limited
anticipated growth prospects or generally out of favor conditions.15
The Barclay Equity Long Bias Index: Equity Long/Short managers are typically considered long-biased
when the average net long exposure of their portfolio is greater than 30%. Only funds that provide us
with net returns are included in the index calculation. Please note that the calculation for the number of
funds is time-stamped and that the number of funds will continue to increase until all funds categorized
within the sector have reported monthly returns.16

14

Credit Suisse Hedge Fund Index. www.hedgeindex.com
Hedge Fund Research. www.hedgefundresearch.com
16 BarclayHedge. www.barclayhedge.com
15
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This document is confidential and intended solely for the addressee. It is intended for information
purposes only and should be used only by sophisticated investors who are knowledgeable of the risks
involved. This document does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase
securities and may not be published or distributed without the express written consent of GLOBAL
RETURN Asset Management, LLC (“Global Return”). An offer may be made only by use of a confidential
private offering memorandum, and only in jurisdictions where permitted by law. This executive
summary is not intended to be a complete description of the risks of an investment in any fund
managed by Global Return (the “Fund”) or its investment strategies. This material is not meant as a
general guide to investing, or as a source of any specific investment recommendation, and makes no
implied or express recommendations concerning the matter in which any accounts should or would be
handled.
An investment in a fund managed by Global Return is speculative and involves a high degree of risk.
Global Return is a newly formed entity with no operating history. Funds managed by Global Return will
also have limitations on investors’ ability to withdraw or transfer their interests in the funds, and no
secondary market for the funds’ interests exists or is expected to develop. All of these risks, and other
important risks, are described in detail in the Fund’s Private Offering Memorandum. Prospective
investors are strongly urged to review this Private Offering Memorandum carefully and consult with
their own financial, legal and tax advisors before investing.
There can be no assurances that the funds managed by Global Return will have a return on invested
capital similar to the returns of other accounts managed by Global Return’s portfolio manager because
among other reasons, there may be differences in investment policies, economic conditions, regulatory
climate, portfolio size, use of leverage and expenses. The fact that other accounts managed by Global
Return’s portfolio manager have realized gains in the past is not an indication that the funds managed
by Global Return will realize any gains in the future. Prior performance is not necessarily indicative of
future results.
The information presented herein is confidential and proprietary, and may not be disclosed by, or on
behalf of, you to any third party except with the prior written consent of the General Partner.
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